Paganism = Satanism?
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November 07, 2012

[Solarsonia666] wrote:
I keep telling people this (since I've read it on the site somewhere,) but I really am bad at debating...and I don't have any information to back myself up.

Help?

-Sonia

HAIL GRESSIL
HAIL THE GODS OF HELL

Sometimes if you're really not into debating, you can avoid it. This doesn't mean that you can't make one, it means that some people do not learn through debates. Debates sometimes can just mean to let the other person even more hard-on on their beliefs. Simply if you would, give them the link to blacksun666 and joyofsatan. Search for other JoS sermons as they are all far far proving how Paganism and origins of the Ancient religions are connected with Satanism, aside other connections. The more knowledge you have, debating will be easier, as proof will outfight lies even if you're not really 'into' it.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
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